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Abstract 
Parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance to heat and water transfer have a 
significant impact on the accuracy of models of land atmosphere interactions and  
estimated surface fluxes for effective account of evapotranspiration and hence 
accuracy in drought monitoring. The present study aims to evaluate seven popularly 
used parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance to heat transfer (rah) to see the 
effect, if any, of parameterization choice on detecting crop stress.  
 
Micro-meteorological measurements at plot-level taken over  a ten-day period on the 
heterogeneous surface of a multi – crop Agricultural test site in Barrax, Spain were 
used as input into the energy balance equation  and used to test the performance of 
the different rah parameterizations. In an extension to a larger spatial and temporal 
extent, meteorological measurements at regional-level (Mashonaland West, 
Zimbabwe) were used within a crop growth simulation model to test the same rah 
parameterizations. In both cases, special focus was put into the definition and 
estimation of roughness length, z0, and displacement height, d, which were 
“enhanced” from the general function of canopy height estimates to leaf area index 
(LAI) incorporating formulations towards a better representation of foliage density 
properties. 
 
Hypothesis tests for homogeneity between rah parameterizations revealed a 
systematic difference in the estimation of aerodynamic resistance to heat transfer 
and sensible heat flux between parameterizations through a non –zero intercept and 
slope not equal to 1. Absolute performance tests of observed against simulated 
values yielded values of at least r2 > 0.6 for most rah for both the Barrax and 
Mashonaland West studies. When RMSE and bias statistics were used in tests for 
the effect of adding LAI, a systematic improvement in model performance was 
revealed with a stronger effect in the Barrax study. 
 
The combined study reveals the effect of rah parameterization choice on accuracy of  
evapotranspiration estimates and more importantly, the improvement of roughness 
length, and hence rah, parameterizations through the addition of LAI. 
 
Keywords: aerodynamic resistance, roughness length, leaf area index, micro-
meteorological , crop stress 
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1. Introduction 

Food security is a key issue in the Millennium Development Goals.  One 
element which can be linked to a nation’s food security status is the agricultural 
productivity of the area. Many international bodies are increasing their focus on 
research towards combating food insecurity through improved Agricultural 
methods and policies. The Joint Research Centre of the European Union, EU-
JRC’s Monitoring Agricultural ResourceS (MARS) is one of the championing 
bodies in this through its various arms such as MARS STARS and MARS 
FOODSEC. The Food Aid Organization (FAO) which focuses on ensuring good 
nutrition and improved agriculture, forestry and fisheries practices within 
developing countries and countries in transition also has many research 
programs going on (Breda, 2003; FAO, 2002). 
 
Despite all these advances, optimum agricultural productivity is still lowered by 
crops’ susceptibility to natural disasters such as fire, pests and disease attacks, 
droughts and flooding. Drought is a major threat to agricultural production. 
Impacts of drought range from direct impacts such water shortages and reduced 
crop yield to indirect ones like economic loss. For example, the 2005 drought in 
Portugal resulted in agricultural loss of more than 280 million Euros (Gouveia 
et al., 2009). Spain is also prone to periodic droughts and some major 
agricultural losses have been recorded in the 1990s (Roberts, 2002) and even 
more recently in 2005 and 2008. The major drought of the mid 1990s affected 
over 6 million people and four major droughts experienced between 1900 and 
2009 have recorded damages of over USD10 million (EM-DAT, 2009). 
 
The African continent is another area where drought has devastating impacts on 
the livelihood of many people. The country of Zimbabwe has experienced some 
highly costly droughts with recorded ones in the early 1980s (1981/82 to 
1983/84). The worst recorded drought in Zimbabwean history was the 1991/92 
drought which resulted in nearly total crop failure, resulting in the need for 
imports of around two million tonnes of maize for feeding the nation (Manyowa 
and Munyanyi, 1995). 
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This devastating and rather complex phenomenon has more than 150 definitions 
in literature (Boken et al., 2005). The American Meteorological Society defines 
drought in terms of three main characteristics namely intensity, duration and 
spatial coverage (American Meteorological Society, 1997). The intensity of 
drought is usually measured by the degree of deviation from the normal, of a 
chosen climatic index for instance daily or weekly precipitation (Liu and 
JuÃ¡rez, 2001). However Byun and Wilhite (1999) also highlight the 
importance of duration of this period of water deficiency stating that the concept 
of consecutive occurrences of water deficiency should be considered when 
calculating drought indices. It may also be important to note that duration of 
drought is not just a long period of dryness but that the water deficiency should 
be intense. This intensity is generally an assessment of the temporal cumulative 
impact of heat and water stress on the overall vegetation condition (Gouveia et 
al., 2009). Very short duration, yet intense droughts can cause tremendous yield 
reduction (Wu and Wilhite, 2004). Another critical factor which determines the 
severity of drought damage is the timing or onset of drought. For instance, even 
if the intensity of drought is mild, if it sets in the early stages of crop 
development, ultimate yield may be negatively affected since the physiological 
development of leaves and other organs which aid in solar radiation assimilation 
and photosynthetic processes is hampered. On the other hand, an intense 
drought experienced at the end of the growing season may not have such a huge 
impact on the crop yield save for stimulating early flowering or ripening. It is 
therefore essential to have mechanisms in place for monitoring drought and 
more importantly, to be able to estimate or quantify crop yield before harvest 
time.  
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1.1.  Drought monitoring 
This sequence of drought occurrence and impacts in figure 1 summarizes the general 
problem of drought from its causes, how it manifests and its progression over time 
leading to environmental, economical and social impacts and the associated 
previously discussed losses. 

 
 
 
 

The most commonly experienced droughts are meteorological, which usually lead to 
agricultural drought as crops suffer stress due to insufficiency of plant-available 
water (Byun and Wilhite, 1999). It is thus clear that successful mitigation of 
drought’s adverse impacts is possible through drought monitoring mechanisms. 
Being such an aged phenomenon, many studies aimed at drought monitoring have 
been undertaken over the years resulting in numerous drought monitoring 
approaches. Examples include the development of traditional drought indices such 
as the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) , Crop Moisture Index (CMI) (Palmer, 
1968) and Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) (McKee, 1993). These mostly rely 
on variations in precipitation and soil moisture to quantify drought effect. The major 
drawback in such methods is the low spatial coverage since most measurements are 
collected from weather stations and can only be accurately extrapolated to a limited 

           Figure 1: Sequence of drought occurrence and impacts (NDMC, 2007) 
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extent. Such rain gauge based derivations are also subject to errors introduced by 
factors such as rain gauge distribution as determined by ease of access, or errors in 
measurement and recording, as well as time delays between data capture and its 
availability for use ( Rugege , 2002). 

1.1.1. Drought and Crop stress  
Drought effect is usually first evident in form of vegetation/crop stress (Wan et al., 
2004). Crop stress reduces the productivity of the canopy below its optimal value. 
The effect can be either through a change on the fraction of light intercepted and 
absorbed by the canopy or a reduction in efficiency with which that light is used for 
photosynthesis, which needs adequate soil moisture. Monitoring the biomass and 
moisture availability can therefore provide sufficient platform for assessing crop 
efficiency or stress (Bikash 2006). 
 
Based on that understanding, some semi-empirical drought monitoring methods are 
also in employ such as the use of vegetation indices. Indices such as Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) have been used successfully for monitoring the 
growth conditions of vegetation ranging from excellent to stressed states (Kogan, 
1998). Strong correlation between NDVI and monthly rainfall as well as daily 
rainfall was highlighted in studies by Di et al.,(1994). However, identification of the 
drought onset is not so easy due to the fact that as long as plants are green, NDVI 
will be high. Studies incorporating temperature effect factor have been made using 
the Temperature Condition Index (TCI) and applications proven successful 
(Dabrowska-Zielinska et al., 2002; Singh et al., 2003). Wan et al., (2004) have 
found the Vegetation Temperature Condition Index (VTCI) an efficient means of 
assessing duration and severity of drought.  

 
Another means for picking up water stress is the use of canopy temperatures. The 
general understanding is that whilst incident radiation is responsible for heating up 
the canopy, evapotranspiration has a cooling effect (Kalluri and Townshed, 1998). 
Therefore, when there is water deficit, there is less evapotranspiration resulting in 
increased canopy temperatures. In other words, it is possible to estimate the 
difference between potential evapotranspiration and actual evapotranspiration using 
canopy temperatures. Whilst the argument may arise that overall vegetation 
condition can be affected by other non-moisture issues, a regression model by Ji and 
Peters (2004) determined that the water balance, through processes of precipitation 
and evapotranspiration, “is the most important factor controlling vegetation 
condition at an annual timescale”. Exceptions may be in cases where other obvious 
factors are at play such as in extremely poor soils lacking basic nutrient 
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requirements. Successful mitigation against drought effects could thus be achieved 
through early detection of signs of crop stress and one area to capitalise on is better 
understanding of the evapotranspiration process. 

 
The Penman-Monteith equation is widely viewed as the best method to estimate 
evapotranspiration because of its use of a combination model to explain the 
atmospheric and surface control on evapotranspiration. Many studies have based 
evapotranspiration estimation on this equation, or modifications hereof (Bailey and 
Davies, 1981; Driessen and Konijn, 1992.; Jacobs et al., 2002). However it requires, 
amongst other difficult to obtain inputs, canopy resistance, which makes the method 
less straightforward to implement (Li et al., 2009). This is because it cannot be 
measured directly, unlike the other parameters in the equation. Another parameter on 
which the Penman Monteith equation relies is aerodynamic resistance. In the same 
way that surface resistance is viewed as a bulk descriptor for the crop, aerodynamic 
resistance is the bulk descriptor of the role of the atmospheric turbulence in the 
evaporation process.  In theory, aerodynamic resistance is dependent upon the wind 
speed, surface roughness, and atmospheric stability, all of which contribute to the 
level of turbulent activity (Oke, 1987). 

 
 While wind speed can be easily measured, surface roughness is difficult to quantify 
and often is assumed to be a function of canopy height only (Jacobs et al., 2002; 
McKee, 1993). This ignores effects of foliage density, possibly through leaf area 
index (LAI), on the surface roughness. Yet, maximum transpiration is also 
dependent on development on the leaf surface, which can be measured through LAI 
(Dorenboos and Kassam, 1979). In addition, roughness length for heat transfer can 
neither be taken as a constant nor be neglected because of its crucial role. The 
correct specification of these resistances allows for better evaluation of evaporation.  

1.2. Problem statement 
For effective account of evapotranspiration and hence accuracy in drought 
monitoring, it may be necessary to ensure the integrity of models used for explaining 
the phenomenon. Models are a combination of several parameterizations to simulate 
a phenomenon. Accuracy of models may be affected by explanatory variable choice 
and parameterizations. Parameterizations are essentially relationships or equations 
designed to relate the explanatory variables towards description of physical 
mechanisms (Brutsaert 2005). When understanding evapotranspiration through the 
energy balance equation, the following formula may be used  
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Where 
LE   is the modelled latent heat of vaporization ( Jm-2s-1) , 
∆  is the slope of the saturation vapour pressure and temperature, 
γ  is the psychrometric constant( kPa oC-1), 
Rn  is the net radiation (Jm-2s-1), 
G  is the ground heat flux (Jm-2s-1), 
Ρ  is the mean air density at constant pressure (kgm-3), 
Cp  is the specific heat of air (J kg-1 oC-1),  
Es  is the vapour pressure deficit of the air ( kPa),  
Ea  is the saturation vapour pressure of the air,  
T(z)    is the air temperature at position z , 
rs   is the bulk surface resistance and 
rah     is the aerodynamic resistance 

 
Most of these parameters can be directly measured or derived from remote sensing 
products or are simply constants. However, one remaining and probably most 
difficult to explain part is thus aerodynamic resistance, rah, which if poorly 
represented will affect the overall result. The aerodynamic resistance itself is 
explained by a number of parameters which only leaves room for possible further 
source of error. 

 
This concern about parameterization of aerodynamic resistance is not a new thing. 
Many authors have proposed different parameterizations to estimate aerodynamic 
resistances to heat transfer such as Monteith (1973), Verma et al., (1976), and more 
recently, Byun (1990), and Yang et al. (2001). Some popular examples are equations 
2 and 3 from  Jackson(1988) and Jacobs (2002) respectively. 
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Where 
Z         is the measurement height, 
zveg   is the vegetation height, 
d    is the displacement height estimated to be 0.7 zveg, 

      z0    is the roughness length approximated as 0.1 zveg, 
      z0v   is roughness height for water vapour approximated as 0.1 z0  and                      
       k = 0.42;       (Von Karman constant) 
 
An interesting comparative study by Kalma (1989) compared the parameterizations 
proposed by Choudhury et al., (1986), Itier (1980), Monteith (1973), Hatfield et al. 
(1983.), and Mahrt and Ek (1984) and reported close relations between Choudhury 
(1986) and Itier (1980) against significant deviations from the measurements when 
using the parameterizations proposed by Monteith(1973), Hatfield et al. (1983.), and 
Mahrt and Ek (1984).  

 
A major common source of variation in parameterization has been found to be in the 
definition of surface roughness which is a parameter in defining aerodynamic 
resistance to heat transport. Surface roughness length, z0, is often written as a 
function of canopy height only (Jackson et al., 1988; Jacobs et al., 2002). Stanhill 
(1969), Szeicz et al.,(1969) and Tanner and Pelton (1960) all support this correlation 
of z0 and d with canopy height except for Bailey and Davies (1981) who argue that 
foliage density must also be considered. Some studies have shown relationships 
between z0 and canopy spread and leaf properties (van der Kwast et al., 2009. With 
the advent of vegetation growth simulation models, crop height can be estimated 
from the relative development stage, and displacement height and roughness height 
rewritten as a function of crop height and LAI. Considering the time and costs of 
ground measurements as well as their spatial restrictions, some recent studies have 
utilized remote sensing and determined z0 and canopy height from satellite based 
NDVI (van der Kwast et al., 2009).  

 
This availability of many different options for defining surface roughness and hence 
an equally multiple possible parameterizations of rah, triggers the interest to evaluate 
the significance of the effect, if any, of employing different parameterization. A 
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formidable challenge definitely lies in capturing effects of canopy structure on 
resistance to heat transport, transpiration, and water usage within the defining 
parameterisations.  
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2. Objectives 

The main objective of this research is therefore to assess whether, and/or how, the 
incorporation of foliage properties like canopy density and relative developmental 
stage, in parameterisations of aerodynamic resistance affect the approximation of 
drought stress. 

2.1. Specific Objectives 
1. To evaluate the performance of different parameterizations of rah 

against measured rah. 
2. To “enhance” the aerodynamic resistance equation by 

incorporating foliage density properties according to LAI values.  
3. To assess (a) homogeneity in results and (b) absolute performance 

in drought stress estimation in food/fiber crops by the PSn model 
when different parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance to 
heat transport in the canopy are used.  

4. To evaluate the performance of different parameterizations of rah 

against measured rah under varying atmospheric stability levels. 

 

2.2. Hypothesis 
This study was guided by general hypotheses of 1) testing for homogeneity i.e 
whether there is a significant difference in estimations of rah by different 
parameterizations and, 2) determining the absolute performance rankings for a group 
of selected parameterisations before and after modifications are made to them. More 
specific details of the hypothesis are found within the introduction section of each 
phase of analysis. 

2.3. Assumptions 
Models are merely an abstraction of reality and the factors making the difference are 
numerous. For a feasible study, ‘boundaries’ have to be set. The following 
assumptions have been made with respect to the first and second part of the study 
respectively.  
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1. An assumption is made that vegetation is the primarily source of latent 
and sensible heat meaning that contribution from  lower surface (i.e., 
soil) to H and 2 E values measured above the canopy is not significant. 
The understanding is that most of the incoming radiation is reflected, 
absorbed or emitted by the vegetation should there be a full canopy 
cover. 

2. The measured values of H from the experiment site are accurate.  
 
3. Due to the irregularity in shape and size of Zimbabwe’s communal 

farms, and the common practice of inter-cropping, the actual area 
under maize is unknown. It is therefore assumed that the estimate used 
does not introduce cause inaccuracies in the yield estimates.  
 

4. Maize yield statistics are assumed accurate. The reliability of the 
official maize yield statistics is an important factor.  The accuracy of 
official yields is unknown.  This makes it difficult to separate the 
effects of simulation results from errors in the official statistics.  
Therefore, historical maize yield statistics are assumed accurate. 

 
5. Weather data is an essential part of the model used. Since the data used 

in this case is from selected meteorological stations it is assumed that 
the distribution resulting from interpolation is representative of the 
whole study area  
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3. Research Approach 

This chapter outlines the approach taken to address the issues raised in the problem 
statement, the materials used and methods implemented towards achievement of the 
set objectives of the study.   

3.1. Research Questions 
For an objective and focused study, some research questions were formulated to 
guide the research. These relate to the main aim of the study and correspond 
with the previously discussed objectives. The resultant approach opted for was a 
“two –phase” one where each phase involved independent data acquisition, 
processing and results, yet both led to a better understanding of the questions 
raised. There were also differences between the two phases in terms of spatial 
extent as well as temporally.  
 
The research questions to be answered by this study were  

1. Do certain tested different parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance 
give significantly different results when compared to either a 
‘standard’ parameterization or to measured values? 

 
2. Can incorporation of LAI in the aerodynamic resistance 

parameterization significantly improve the performance of a crop 
growth model in estimating crop development and hence crop water 
stress? 

 
3. To what extent is the absence or presence of atmospheric stability 

correction factors in rah parameterizations a major effect on overall 
sensible heat flux estimation? 
 

3.2. Phase 1: Evaluating Different Parameterizations of  
aerodynamic resistance    

As already asserted, many parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance to heat 
transfer do exist. These can be categorised into empirical, semi- empirical and non – 
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empirical (Brutsaert 1996). Though describing the same phenomenon, the variations 
in the formulations tend to cause the attainment of different results. In order to 
assess and quantify the magnitude of variation between estimates of rah by some of 
these formulae, a study for the following proposed hypothesis was carried out.    
 

1) Tests for Homogeneity 
Null hypothesis (Ho): There is no systematic difference in estimation of 
sensible heat flux, and hence evapotranspiration, between different 
parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance to heat transport in the canopy 
and the measured values. This can be expressed as: 
Ho: intercept αi = 0 and Ho: slope βi = 1     , where i = i, j or k for all three 
indicators 

 
Alternative hypothesis (Ha): There is a systematic difference in 
estimation of sensible heat flux, and hence evapotranspiration, between 
different parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance to heat transport in 
the canopy.  
Ha: intercept αi ≠ 0 and Ha: slope βi ≠ 1 

 
2) Tests for absolute performance 

Null hypothesis (Ho): There is no significant difference in estimation of 
sensible heat flux, and hence evapotranspiration, between different 
parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance to heat transport in the canopy 
and the measured values when foliage density properties are factored in. 
 
This can be expressed as: 

Ho: PIi = PIj = PIn     , 
where PI =  Performance Indicator such as RMSE  or bias and  i, j or n are 
parameterizations of rah 

 
Alternative hypothesis (Ha): There is a significant difference in 
estimation of sensible heat flux, and hence evapotranspiration, between 
different parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance to heat transport in 
the canopy.   

Ha: PIi ≠ PIj ≠ PIn     , 
where PI =  is as in Null hypothesis. 
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3.2.1. Materials and Methods 
A group of parameterizations of rah was selected for the study.  Selection was guided 
by the attempt covering wide schools of thoughts behind these parameterizations, 
scientific progress over the years, issues of area specificity, available literature 
variation in data requirements. Table 1 summarises the parameterizations considered 
in this study. 

 

3.2.1.1. The concept 
From the Energy balance equation, aerodynamic resistance to heat transfer can be 
determined by: 
 

H
TaTsCpr ah

)(* �
�
�

                                                (4) 

where  
H      is the sensible heat flux (Wm-2), 
Ρ      is the mean air density at constant pressure (kgm-3), 
Cp    is the specific heat of air (J kg-1 oK-1),  
T      is the air temperature (oK) and 
Ts    is the surface temperature (oK) 
 

The values of aerodynamic resistance to heat transfer rah obtained from equation 3 
are referred to as “measured aerodynamic resistance”. This is because they were 
calculated from “measured” sensible heat flux, air temperature, and surface 
temperature. The “measured aerodynamic resistance” were used to evaluate the 
other various proposed parameterizations of rah. The parameterizations were divided 
into two sets, one where influence of atmospheric stability on the flux-gradient 
relationship in the surface layer was accounted for by inclusion of the Bulk 
Richardson number RiB (Monteith, 1973), and the first set without RiB.  
 
Estimates of H obtained with the some of the different parameterizations of rah 
described in Tables 1 were also evaluated against the H values measured by an eddy 
covariance system as a test for absolute performance. The final test is on the effect 
of LAI in the performance of the different parameterization of rah. 
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Table 1: List of various parameterizations of rah being evaluated  

 
 

Variations in Aerodynamic resistance to heat transfer 
parameterizations 
 
The parameterization of rah by Thom in 1975 is one of the earliest documented 
formulae. As with all other scientific disciplines, continuous research has seen the 
modification and in some cases improvement of the formulae as new understanding 
is acquired.  Evolution of the parameterizations has been due to numerous factors 
both mathematical and improved understanding of biophysical processes in 
vegetation. More refined platforms for measuring and explaining interactions 
between soil, vegetation and the atmosphere such as the increasingly popular SVAT 

SET I 
 

rah     = 4.72{ln[z-d)/z0]} 2 / (1 + 0.                                                                                             (Thom and Oliver 1977) 
            
                                                                                                                                            where z0 = 0.13* canopy height  
                                                                                                                                                          d = 0.63* canopy height 
 
rah = {ln[(z-d)/z0]/k}2/U                                                                                                                               (Jackson 1988)      
                                                                                                                                      where   z = measurement height 
 
rah =  ln[(z-d)/z0]ln[(z-d)/zov] /k2*U                                                                                                          (Jacobs  2002)      
                                                                                                                                            where  z0 = 0.1 * canopy height 
                                                                                                                                                           d = 0.7 * canopy height 
 
 
SET II 
 
rah   = (1/(k2*u))*([ln((z-d)/zom)]*[ln((z-d)/zoh)]*(1-ᵦ* RiB)-0.75                                          (Choudhury et al. 1986)     
                                                                                          
                                                                                                                             where  RiB   = (g/Ta)*{(Ta - Ts)*(Z-d)/u2)} 
                                                                                                                                                   ᵦ  = 5 
 
 
rah =  (1/(k2*u))*([ln((z-d)/zom)] 2 )*(1-16 RiB)-0.25                                                                        (Verma  et al. 1976) 

 

 
 
rah =  (1/(k2*u))*([ln((z-d)/zom)]2 ) *[(1+ c *(- RiB)0.5)/(1+ c *(- RiB)0.5)-15 RiB)]                     (Mahrt and Ek  1984) 
                                                       
                                                                                            where  c= [ 75*k2 *((z+zom)/zom)0.5]/[ln((z+zom)/zom)]2   
 
 
rah    = (1/(k2*u))*([ln((z-d)/zom)]*[ln((z-d)/zoh)]*[ a + b( - RiB)c]-1                                                     ( Viney   1991) 
 
                                                                                      where     a = 1.0591 – 0.0552 ln{ 1.72 + [4.03 –ln ((z-d)/zom)]2} 
                                                                                                      b =  1.9117 – 0.2237 ln{ 1.86 + [2.12 –ln ((z-d)/zom)]2} 
                                                                                                      c  =  0.8473 – 0.1243 ln{ 3.49 + [2.79 –ln ((z-d)/zom)]2} 
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models have contributed to better parameterization of rah. Another cause of variation 
is the issue of datasets and methods in which the formula are developed. An 
experimental study will produce an empirical, semi empirical formulae while other 
forms may be non empirical.  
 
Environmental and atmospheric conditions also affect the form of parameterization. 
Much of the variations are due to differences in derivation and validity of the 
stability correction functions, or to the degrees of simplification in formulation. The 
stability correction function for stable conditions, i.e. when there is negligible 
difference between surface and air temperature, is linear, thus, relatively easy to 
solve. However, for non stable conditions, it is non linear and hence requires more 
complex solutions (Yang et al., 2001). Iterations have been the common solution for 
this but advancements have been made over the years to try and avoid the iterative 
process.  
 
‘Enhancing’ the Existing Formulae 
 
As previously highlighted in the problem statement, most of the parameterizations 
stated for evaluation in this study have focussed on crop or canopy height. However, 
there are other crop properties which may have an effect on the approximation rah 
and hence evapotranspiration and ultimately crop water stress. For example, foliage 
density could be an influencing factor when defining surface roughness since it 
actually decreases with vegetation density. Raupach 1992, 1994 attempted to 
incorporate foliage density properties in roughness length estimation by use of the 
frontal area of the crop. However, subsequent studies denoted inaccuracies from this 
approach (Schaudt 1998).  On the other hand, Bailey and Davies 1988 did an 
experimental study within confined spatial extent and noted what could be 
dependence of z0 on LAI. Consequently, the use of leaf area index (LAI) was 
considered in this study and equations 5 and 6 show the proposed ‘enhancement’ to 
the parameterizations of z0 and d using the available data. 
 

LAIhtcanopyheigz *028.0*281.0025.00 ���         (5) 

 
  LAIhtcanopyheigd *091.0*245.0 ��    (6) 

These new forms for z0 and d were applied to the original parameterizations of rah 

 previously discussed. 
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LAI  
LAI is defined as the total one-sided area of photosynthetic tissue per unit ground 
surface area. It represents the amount of leaf material in an ecosystem hence can 
serve as a means for detecting variation in density of the canopy. Ultimately, the 
goal is to get a model that gives the most accurate output.  Since for this study, the 
main aim is to understand the effect of these parameterizations of rah on sensitivity 
to crop water stress. It is therefore important to include all available crop properties 
information in the assessment hence the option to test the LAI effect. 
 
Validity, Parsimony and Robustness 

 
According to Brutsaert 2005, a parameterization is only useful if it is valid, and 
satisfies the dual requirements of robustness and parsimony. Validity refers to the 
parameterization’s ability to adequately and accurately describe the phenomenon 
under study. In this study, the measured rah offers a good test of validity.  A more 
parsimonious parameterization is one which can describe a phenomena better than 
the next, using fewer variables and parameters. The proposed addition of LAI to the 
existing formulae may seem to be breaching parsimony requirements but the results 
of absolute performance comparison can be used to decide. Further, to avoid 
colinearity between explanatory variables, correlation matrices are used and variance 
inflation factors checked. Insensitivity to input errors and uncertainties is a good 
measure of the robustness of a parameterization.  A sensitivity analysis procedure 
tests the robustness of the various parameterizations 
 

3.2.1.2. Barrax Study Area (micro-meteorological study)  
The test area chosen for this part of the study is the Barrax test site located in the 
south of Spain in La Mancha. Figure 2 shows the location of Barrax near Albacete in 
Spain. The area around Barrax has been used for agricultural research for many 
years. It has relatively flat terrain at an altitude of 700 m above sea level and the 
regional water table is about 20-30 m below the land surface. The type of climate is 
Mediterranean with annual rainfall average of about 400 mm most of which fall in 
autumn and spring. Lowest rainfall is in summer. Being one of the driest regions of 
Europe, La Mancha is made up of about 65% dry land and a portion of 35% under 
irrigation with agricultural fruit production.  
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Figure 2: Location of the Barrax Agricultural Experiment site  

For this study, the test site used was a rectangular area with an extent of 5 km x 30 
km = 150 km². The actual measurements were done in a 25 km2 area within which 
numerous crops are grown - on both irrigated and dry land - alongside fields of bare 
soil.  
 

3.2.1.3. Data Capture 
Secondary data was used for this study. The data collection was done during an 
intensive field campaign carried out in the period 10-21 July 2004 as part of an EU 
6FP EAGLE Project. The campaign involved use of multiple field, satellite and 
airborne instruments for characterizing the state of the atmosphere, the vegetation 
and the soil from visible to microwave range of the spectrum. However of interest to 
the current study is emphasis of this mission on the in-situ measurements of land-
atmosphere exchanges of water, energy and CO2. The period of measurement was 
from July 11 to July 21 2004, (DOY 193 – 203). 
 
Using several mobile instrument towers, including four eddy covariance devices, 
two scintillometers, sonic anemometer and fast response thermocouples, 
measurements relevant to land-atmosphere exchanges (fluxes and state variables) 
were made. Measurements of incoming and outgoing shortwave and longwave 
radiation were also made. Table 2 outlines the measurements and the respective 
instruments used. Their on site locations are shown in Figure 3 which shows the 

N 
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crop distribution at the time of the campaign and the locations of the data capture 
instruments. The vineyard portion shows two different measurements namely the 
LAS measurement (V-LAS) and H the eddy correlation system measurement (V-
EC). 

 
Figure 3: Crop distribution and Instrument stations in the Barrax Site 

Table 2 : Data Measurements and  Instrumentation 

DATASET INSTRUMENT COMMENTS 
-Turbulent Sensible  heat Flux 
-Water Vapour Flux 

-CO2 Flux 

-CO2 concentration 

Eddy Correlation System (Gill 3D 
sonic + closed path  Licor gas 

analyser: CO2 and H2O + nitrogen 
reference gas + pneumatic mast + data 
loggers) 

- 2 Levels were 
set up in order to 
allow for gradient 
calculations 
- Frequency was 
at 1minute 
intervals 

-Incoming and outgoing longwave and 
shortwave radiation 
-Air temperature 
-Relative humidity 
-Wind speed 
-Wind direction 

Scintillometer System 
LAS 
Thermometers at different levels 

 

LAS 
measurements 
were taken 
simultaneously 
with 
meteorological 
recordings of the 
same variables  

Radiometric surface temperature 
measurements 

  

 
 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Forest nursery 

garlic 

vineyard 

corn 

Bare soil 

Wheat 

Legend 

 Instrument Stations 

N
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Surface temperature 
While the previously described measurements yielded most data, the calculation of 
rah also requires surface temperature (Ts) and for this study, this was computed 
according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law using the longwave radiation flux 
measurements according to equation 5. 
 

                                                                                             (5) 
 
Where  

σ        is Stefan- Boltzmann constant (σ = 5.8678 X 10-8); 
RL↑   is the upwards longwave radiation flux from the surface (Wm-2); 
RL↓   is the incident longwave radiation flux (Wm-2); and 
ε        is the emissivity of the surface  

 
 
Data Filters 
Data quality is a critical factor in many models. For this study this was insured by 
using only data that met the criteria listed below from Liu et al., (2007). These filters 
ensure data integrity by the elimination of values that may result in negative values 
of rah or high RiB values (greater than 0);  
a) wind speed u greater than 1.0 ms−1 
b) friction velocity u*greater than 0.1 ms−1  
c) absolute difference between surface temperature and air temperature larger than 

0.1K 
d) sensible heat flux H greater than 10Wm−2 
e) the sensible heat flux has the same sign as (Ts−Ta) 
f) no rainfall experienced 
g) measurements done between 07:00am and 18:00pm  
The 540 and 130 measurements used in this study with rah parameterization sets 1 
and 2 respectively met the above criteria. 
 
Some in situ measurements essential to the overall calculation of sensible heat flux 
and rah were determined at the site. Table 3 shows the surface parameters for the 
different land cover types determined at the time of the campaign.  
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Table 3: Surface parameters for the different land cover types 

LAND COVER hc [m]  z0M [m]  *d0 [m] 
Corn 2 0.25 1.3 

Vineyard  1.25 0.15 0.813 

Sunflower  1 0.125 0.65 

Wheat stubble  0.15 0.015 0.1 

Crops  0.25 0.03 0.163 

Forest nursery  0.35 0.06 0.228 

*d0 was eventually used for “non LAI” parameterizations only. 

 

The discussed methodology and flow of analysis followed is outlined in the 
flowchart in figure 4 which shows steps for evaluating different parameterizations.  

 

Figure 4: Steps for evaluating different rah parameterizations 
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3.2.2. Results and Discussion 

 
In this section, results obtained from the previously discussed approaches are 
presented. A discussion of the further analysis carried out on the output is also 
included. The order assumed is concurrent with the order of the respective objectives 
and hypothesis. 
 
Homogeneity  
The first objective and hypothesis aimed at detecting the variation, if any, between 
and amongst different parameterizations of rah. The parameterization by Thom and 
Oliver (1975) , henceforth referred to as ‘Thom rah’,  gives a precise solution by 
iteration (Liu et al. 2007) so it was taken as the standard solution against which other 
parameterizations were evaluated.  Output from a so called homogeneity test that 
was carried out is presented in figure 5 which shows the results of comparisons of 
rah. 
 
The trend appeared to be that whilst there were clear correlation between values of 
rah according to Jackson or Jacobs with Thom rah values, there was no homogeneity 
between either set. Both parameterizations overestimate rah values according to the 
‘standard’, Thom, parameterization. The degree of over estimation is generally 
similar in either case for corresponding crop types. To evaluate possible reasons for 
the similarity, a comparison of rah values from Jackson against the corresponding 
ones from Jacobs was carried out. Figure 6 shows the scatter plots of Jackson rah 
against Jacobs rah. The relationships in all crop types showed a strong positive 
correlation hence the common pattern of behaviour in the tests against Thom rah.  
 
For all comparisons, the scatter of points fell away from the displayed 1:1 line.  
Trend line equations added for each plot as well as regression table outputs revealed 
‘none – zero’ intercepts and slopes greater or smaller than 1 (Appendix I). 
Therefore, for objective 1 and hypothesis 1 previously discussed, we rejected Ho 
and concluded with 95% confidence that estimation of sensible heat flux, and hence 
evapotranspiration, between different parameterizations of aerodynamic resistance to 
heat transport in the canopy varies. This further emphasises the importance of 
knowing which parameterization outperforms others since numerous estimates can 
be obtained from the same dataset.  
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Figure 5: Graphs for assessing homogeneity between rah parameterisations 

 

 
Figure 6: Graphs for assessing homogeneity between Jacobs and Jackson rah parameterisations 

 
Tests for absolute performance  
 
The next stage of analysis, for hypothesis 2, was to evaluate the absolute 
performance of the selected parameterizations in estimating rah using measured 
values of rah and sensible heat flux. Figure 7 shows the comparison on Jackson rah, 
Thom rah and Jacobs rah against measured rah. 
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Figure 7: Plots of measured rah against calculated rah 

The spread of clouds around the 1:1 line was generally unfavourable for most scatter 
plots of measured rah .against calculated rah. Thom rah generally underestimated the 
measured rah whilst the opposite is true of Jacobs rah. Further to comparison of 
measured rah .against calculated rah, absolute performance of the parameterizations 
was also tested by using a comparison of measured sensible heat flux, H from eddy 
covariance with calculated H from the original forms of rah parameterizations as 
stated in the methods.  Figure 8 shows the comparison of measured H and H 
calculated using original forms of Jackson rah, Thom rah and Jacobs rah. . Only three 
graphs are shown. See appendix II for graphs of the other crops. 
 

 
Figure 8: Comparison of measured H against H calculated 

The spread of points around the 1:1 line was found to be better than that observed in 
the rah to rah comparison. A linear trend can be discerned from the plots. The 
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coefficient of determination, r2, was chosen as one of the  Performance indicator (PI) 
for this test,  and, in agreement with the visual trends in the graph, Thom rah shows 
the highest value of the three figures displayed., r2 = 0.652. Now this may not be a 
statistically high value but it offers an argument for ranking the parameterizations. 
Of interest however, was the fact that the graphs tended to exhibit a nearly perfect 
trend up to a point before a sudden dispersion of points. This could be indicative of 
the effect of limiting factors. The next steps of analysis aimed to address this 
possibility by looking into use of LAI for consideration of foliage density properties 
and, atmospheric stability effects. 
 
The list of equations previously defined under set II in table 1 were added for this 
analysis and the proposed roughness length definitions enhanced with LAI replaced 
the old ones. Table 4 shows the list of results for the full set of parameterizations. 
 
Table 4: Statistics of Performance of the different rah in estimating Sensible heat flux 

rah RMSE Bias Positive 
LAI effect 

Jackson 26.88858 -18.3577  
Jackson_LAI 25.4415 -9.67582 √ 
Thom 26.26199 -22.4507  
Thom_LAI 31.54005 -29.1437  
Jacobs 39.19452 19.24496  
Jacobs_LAI 30.25747 8.237736 √ 
Choudhury 45.58948 -43.9998  
Choudhury_LAI 36.7813 -34.6471 √ 
Mahrt 29.7973 -24.4163  
Mahrt_LAI 42.83196 29.83555  
Verma 38.87837 -37.1229  
Verna_LAI 15.82844 2.603973 √ 
Viney 47.14156 38.06598  
Viney_LAI 23.83232 -3.75476 √ 

 
Two Performance indicators were used, namely, Bias and Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE).  The enhanced parameterization by Viney is shown to have the best score 
when compared with the measured H. The results show an improvement in five out 
of seven cases when LAI is introduced. With respect to atmospheric stability, the 
table shoes that four out of the five noted improvements are from the set II of 
equation with Stability correction. 
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3.2.1. Discussion 

� Parameterization effect 
The overall rah is a function of roughness length and displacement height. One 
source of variation between the rah values is definitely in the definition of z0 and d0 
which varies for instance z0 in Jacobs is 0.1 of canopy height whereas in Thom it is 
1.3 of canopy height. The same is true of definition of d0. 
 

� Input effect 
The estimation of the inputs ( hc, z0, z0m, do), is another cause for deviations in 
modelling sensible heat flux. The idea of a constant surface roughness also fails to 
account the fact that surface roughness is high for sparse vegetation and low for 
dense canopies. 
 

� Data 
The actual input values generally introduce error into any model. For the data used 
in this study, the energy disclosure ( ie  sum of sensible heat flux + sum  of Latent 
heat) over estimate of 10%  which can be attributed to neighbouring field through 
local circulation ( Su et al., 2008)  
 

� Atmospheric Stability 
Atmospheric stability has an influence on the flux – gradient in the surface layer. For 
stable conditions, ( ie  Ts –Ta is low) profile functions are of the stability parameters 
and making easier the calculation of for aerodynamic resistance ( Liu et al, 2007). 
For unstable conditions, the relation sip becomes non linear prompting the need for 
iterative calculations or stability correction factors. The results presented a general 
improvement where stability correction is in place. When the total data points were 
segmented according to stability levels, again some improvement was noted 
especially for Jacobs and Jackson rah.   Main stability criteria were;  

Ts- Ta > 5K,  strongly unstable 
Ts – Ta< 5K, less unstable towards near neutral. 

 Ts- Ta = 0, neutral  
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3.2.2. Preliminary conclusion  

 
Hypothesis testing  
 
Hypothesis1: 
 
The first hypothesis raised issue of homogeneity between different rah forms and 
from the equations presented in figure 5 and the graphs in appendix I,  
  We reject Ho since intercept is not zero   and slope not 1, 
  (αi ≠ 0 and βi ≠ 1) for all comparisons i,  
 
And conclude that there is a systematic difference in the estimation of rah and H by 
the listed parameterizations of rah 
 
Hypothesis 2: 
 
In order to validate the presumably positive effect of LAI inclusion in the rah 
parameterizations, the PI’s from table 4 were subjected to a Wilcoxon Signed Rank 
Test. A test on the RMSE and bias values for the seven parameterizations of rah  in 
terms of before and after LAI enhancement yielded a lower T score calculated of  20 
against the tabulated T critical of 21 See appendix III. Therefore since 
 

T-score obtained (20) <  T critical (21)  
 
We reject Ho at α= 0.05, and conclude that for the study carried out, there is a 
systematic improvement in estimation of sensible heat flux by the tested rah forms 
when LAI is included. 
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3.3. Phase II: Effect of Parameterization choice on Model 
Performance 

The aim of this analysis was to test the effect of choice of rah  parameterization on 
the performance of a Crop Growth Simulation Model (CGSMs) in crop water stress 
detection and yield estimation. Global use of CGSMs has increased over the years 
and of interest, is this progression in Zimbabwe where in the early 1990s only a few 
organisations were using CGMS for example AGRITEX’s Irrigation section, the 
Department of Meteorological Services’ (DMS) National Early Warning Unit, and 
the Agricultural Research Trust (ART), (Manyowa and Munyanyi , 1995).  Today, 
more organisations and research institutions are using these forecasting models. The 
crop growth model chosen is Production Situation analysis model (PSn) which can 
allow for the simulation of crop produce as well as signal crop water stress during 
the growing season.  

3.3.1. Study Area 
The overall aim of this study is to generally determine ways of improving means of 
drought stress detection through the reduction of errors in model parameterizations 
and inputs. As a result, it was seen fit to incorporate in the study, an area with high 
Agricultural activity yet also prone to drought. Zimbabwe is a Southern African 
country which is heavily reliant on agriculture for both income and food. While 
numerous irrigation schemes have been established in some places, majority of the 
farming community still practice rain fed agriculture and hence experience much 
loss due to crop water stress. Data availability was another key factor in the selection 
with much interest in weather and agricultural produce information. For the 
historical period chosen for this study, Zimbabwe had a “relatively dense and well-
maintained network of meteorological stations”, (Venus 1999). The country’s then 
department of Agricultural Technical and Extension services (AGRITEX) collected 
yield statistics in a relative objective manner. 

3.3.1.1. Location and extent 
The area chosen for the study is a province in the northern part of Zimbabwe. 
Mashonaland West province falls  within the geographical extent of 15º 30’ - 18º 50’ 
S, 28º 00’  -31º 00’ E.  The province is divided into six administrative districts as 
shown in figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Location of Mashonaland West Province in Zimbabwe  

 

3.3.1.2. Climate and Agriculture 
Zimbabwe is generally divided into five natural regions of Zimbabwe and 
Mashonaland West province falls mostly in regions II and III where rainfall is 500 - 
1 050 mm rainfall per year mm. (FAOSTATS 2000). Periodic seasonal droughts are 
common, as well as prolonged mid-season dry spells or delayed starts of the rainy 
season. Irrigation is in some cases employed for sustaining crop production and the 
dominant commercial crop is maize (Manyowa and Munyanyi , 1995).   

3.3.2. Methods 
The aerodynamic resistance module of the PSn model was modified to incorporate 
the ability to choose the parameterization of rah utilised at each run. As only three 
parameterizations were selected for this part of the study, they were labelled Model 
A (rah according to Thom), Model B (rah according to Jackson), and Model C (rah 
according to Jacobs). Daily weather data from meteorological stations within the 
study area was combined with crop information and farm management data to form 
inputs of the model. The model was run for a full growing season of the maize crop 
and the output included the crop productivity values and water sufficiency index at a 
daily time step as well as at ends of season, per pixel in the study area. The 
following sections describe further details about PSn model, the actual scenarios run 
and data inputs. Figure 8 is a flow chart of the steps followed in this section of the 
study. The following hypothesis guided the analysis. 
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Null hypothesis (Ho): there is no significant difference or improvement in 
performance in estimating crop yield and drought stress by model A, model B or 
model C when LAI is incorporated 

 
 Ho: PIA = PIB = PIC   

Where PI is a performance indicator such as RMSE or R2 
 

Alternative hypothesis (Ha): there is a significant difference or improvement in 
performance in estimating crop yield drought stress by model A, model B or model 
C when LAI is incorporated 

   Ho: PIA ≠ PIB ≠ PIC 

 

 

 
 
Figure 9: Methodology for comparison of rah using PSn Model 
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3.3.2.1. Production Situation model 
(PSn) is a crop growth simulation model which monitors the dynamics of crop 
growth by dividing the crop cycle in successive (short) time intervals during which 
processes are assumed to take place at steady rates. The state of the system during a 
particular interval is indicated by state variables such as leaf, root, stem and storage 
organ masses. These values are updated after each cycle of interval calculations. The 
relative simplicity and low data needs of these production situation analyses allow to 
accurately quantifying reference yield (i.e. the harvested produce) and production 
(i.e. total dry plant mass) levels (Rugege, 2000). PSn follows a similar line of 
reasoning as some analytical models of biophysical production potential of annual 
food and fiber crops that have been built and tested since the 1960‟s (De-Wit and 
Penning-de-Vries, 1985) but tries to improve upon its regional applicability by 
incorporating satellite derived parameter values. The PSn is an adaptation from 
algorithms documented by Driessen and Konijn (1992).  
 
The first configuration of the model, Production Situation 1 (PS1) simulates 
production/ yield as a function of light, the temperature and the photosynthetic 
mechanism of the crop. At this state, all other factors affecting crop growth and 
productivity are assumed to be in perfect or most favourable quantities. For example, 
zero weeds, or pests and ideal supply of nutrients and water to meet exact crop 
requirements.  
 
The next level then incorporates the effect of water availability since this may be a 
major constraint to crop growth as is the case in dry regions or in periods of drought. 
This is achieved by the inclusion of a water budget routine that matches actual 
consumptive water use with the crop’s water requirement, i.e. with the theoretical 
transpiration rate of a constraint-free crop. The so-defined ‘Production Situation 2’, 
(PS-2), calculates the water-limited production potential of the crop as a function of 
available light, temperature, photosynthetic mechanism and available water. A 
‘coefficient of water sufficiency’ (cf(water), with daily equivalent values of 0-1 is 
obtained by separating the transpiration term from the energy budget then dividing it 
by the theoretical transpiration rate of a constraint-free reference crop (Venus and 
Rugege, 2004).  Cf(water) is further explained in the Model Outputs section. 
  
Beyond the cf(water) computation is a higher level of simulation , PSn, allows for 
the simulation of actual farmer’s production level of the crop as a function of 
available light, temperature, photosynthetic mechanism and compounded constraints 
(or crop stress) as reflected by the heating of the canopy. PS-n: P,Y = f(light, 
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temperature, C3/C4, canopy heating). Figure 10 shows an overview of algorithms of 
the internal processes of PSn. See appendix for further diagrams of PSn internal 
processes. 
 

 
Figure 10: An overview of Algorithms from the internal processes of PSn 
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A general cycle from initial stage to output may be broken down into three basic 
modules. 

Module 1: Initialisation  

System constants are input: management data, crop data and location and interval 
data, and Initial state variable values at crop emergence or planting are recorded 
(stem, leaf and root masses). 
  

Module 2: Recurrent interval analyses  

 
i. Interval-specific (i.e. daily) weather data are input into the model:  

minimum and maximum temperatures (Tmax, Tmin) , relative air humidity  RHA) 
and  for PS 2, the mean Daily windspeed (SPD),  Penman potential evaporation  
from a free water surface (E0), Penman potential transpiration from a crop canopy 
(ET0), Daily global radiation (CANRAD) and daily Land Surface temperature  
(LST). 

ii. Calculation of gross rate of assimilate production (Fgass) as a function of  
photosynthetically active radiation’ at top of canopy (PARCAN), day length (DL), 
momentary leaf area index (LAI), maximum assimilation rate at actual 
temperature (adjusted AMAX) and canopy properties, notably the extinction 
coefficient for visible light (ke) and the light use efficiency at low light intensity 
(EFF),  

iii. Apportioning of gross assimilates production to the various plant organs and 
calculation of Gross Assimilates Availability to each plant organ (GAA(org))  

iv. Loss of assimilates in respiration to maintain living plant matter, by plant organ 
(MRR(org)),  

v. Conversion of the remaining (‘net’) assimilates production into dry organ mass 
increments (DWI (org)).  

vi. Adding up all organ masses (S(org)) to total dry mass (TDM) and/or total living 
dry mass (TLDM)  

(Rugege 2000). 
 

Module 3: Model Output 

At the end of the physiological development, the biophysical production potential 
(TDM) and the yield potential, in form of the storage organ mass (S(so)), as well as 
the Coefficient of water sufficiency (cf(water)), are output. 
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Yield 
Yield estimations produced from the concepts similar to PSn have been shown to 
agree closely with actual yield observed by the farmers (Rugege and Driessen, 
2002.). A yield gap between a simulated crop yield and the actual recorded yield is 
then used as a basis for quantifying the effect of drought on crop yield (Driessen and 
Konijn, 1992.). 
 
 Coefficient of water sufficiency 
 
Water availability to the crop is one of the main constraints to crop growth. 
Transpiration levels of maize my reach100 000 l ha-1d-1 in dry regions on a clear 
sunny day (Rugege 2002). For evaporation and/ or transpiration to occur, energy is 
required for the conversion of liquid water to gas through an increase of the 
separation between liquid water molecules. This energy is known as Latent heat of 
vaporization. Sources of this energy are radiation, heat stored below the surface or 
heat transfer from the atmosphere. When the transpiration term from the energy 
budget is divided by the theoretical transpiration rate of a constraint-free reference 
crop, an index ranging from 0 to 1 is obtained. This index is the ‘coefficient of water 
sufficiency’ which indicates the degree stomata closure and thus a measure of the 
degree to which photosynthetic activity is reduced by the compounded constraints to 
the actual crop. “Recurrent reading at short intervals accounts for the dynamics of 
crop growth and produces successive, near real-time estimates of actual crop 
performance”, (Venus and Rugege, 2004).  
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Where  
INTER   is net radiation intercepted by the canopy  
VT   is temperature difference between canopy and air temperature (K) 
VHEATCAP  is volumetric heat capacity (Jm-3K-1) 
LATHEAT  is Latent heat of vaporisation ( 2.46*106 J kg-1) 
TC   is Actual turbulence coefficient 
CFLEAF  is ground cover fraction of the actual canopy (0 – 1) 
 
If water uptake by the roots is less than required to meet the maximum transpiration 
needs, actual transpiration is limited to the actual water uptake rate. In this case the 
water sufficiency coefficient assumes a value <1.0 and assimilation and growth are 
less than in Production Situation 1.  A Cf(water) below 1 indicates crop water stress 
and may signal the onset of drought. 
 
 

3.3.3. Data Description 
The data collection for this study was guided by the data requirements of the PSn 
model as well as the need for validation data. The period chosen for the study was 
the 1994/95 to 1998/99 growing seasons. Data collected for each year included 
weather data, crop information, management information and the actual observed 
yield. 
 
Crop Information 
This is information about the crop under study. The model uses this information to 
simulate actual crop development. 
Crop type.  i.e. whether the crop is a C3 or a C4 plant. 
SLA    minimum specific leaf area (m2 kg-1)  
SLA max   maximum specific leaf area (m2 kg-1)  
Ke    extinction coefficient for visible light  
Tleaf    heat requirement for full leaf development (°C d)  
Tsum    heat requirement for full crop development (°C d)  
TO    threshold temperature for development (°C)  
Fr(org)    mass fraction of Fgass allocated to organ 'org' 
r(org)    relative maintenance respiration rates  
Ec(org)    efficiency of conversion  
RDSroot    (tabulated) RDS at which root growth ceases  
RDm    maximum depth of rooting system (cm)  
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PSIleaf    critical leaf water head (cm)  
TCM    (tabulated) maximum turbulence coefficient  
   
This information is available in form of a crop file which is unique for each crop 
type and variety. 
 
Crop Yield statistics  
Observed Crop yield statistics for the period 1994 to 1999 were been collected for 
all six in districts from local, provincial and national headquarters offices of various 
departments monitoring agriculture in Zimbabwe. Statistics used in this study was 
from Chinhoyi Provincial Office for Agricultural Extension Services (AGRITEX), 
their head Office in Harare and statistics from the Central Statistical Office (CSO). 
 
Management Information 
At three values are required to start the simulation namely, Planting date or Date of 
germination, the amount of planting material used in kilograms of seed used per 
hectare, and the mortality rate of the seed or planting material.  
 
Weather Data 

� Meteorological: 
Meteorological data was collected from 20 stations which were relatively spread 
across the entire Mashonaland West province. The parameter includes rainfall, 
maximum temperature, minimum temperature, solar radiation, and 
evapotranspiration for the period of 1994 to 1999. Appendix V shows the spread of 
metrological stations used. Interpolation of the point data into raster grids was done 
using the Barnes Objective Analysis in Unidata IDV (Barnes, 1994). 
 

� Land Surface Temperature  
 
As a key indicator of land surface states, Land Surface Temperature (LST) can be a 
source of information on surface-atmosphere heat and mass fluxes, soil moisture and 
vegetation water stress. The daily LST values used for this study were obtained from 
LST maps derived from Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) 
Global Area Coverage (GAC; 4 km resolution) data. A split window technique ( 
Ulivieri et al ., 1994) was used to estimate the LST values based on differential 
absorption of thermal infrared signal in bands 4 and 5(Pinheiro et al. 2006).  
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Simulation 
A total of 90 simulations were run for the six districts in Mashonaland West 
Province. These scenarios were created from the combination of 3 parameterizations 
of rah X 3 maize seed varieties X 2 with/without LAI factor X 5 years. Figure show 
axes of the dimensions of the simulations. Some output is presented in the 
preliminary results section as part of a statistical analysis of the model output against 
the observed yields. 

 
Figure 11: Dimensions of simulation scenarios for one year 
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3.3.4. Results  
Model output e.g. simulated yield values from each pixel were aggregated to district 
and provincial levels using Jython scripts. This allowed for analysis at different 
spatial levels. The main question to be answered in this section was whether the 
absolute performance of the PSn model in crop yield estimation and crop water 
stress detection could be improved by incorporating LAI in the three selected rah 
parameterizations used in the model. The initial comparison of simulated yield by 
different rah models against observed yield gave results like the ones shown in 
figures 12 and 13. The R2 values revealed that the three models gave strikingly 
similar output for each run. 
 

 

Figure 12: Comparisons of (1995 – 1996) PSn estimated yield by the  rah forms Jackson, 
Jacobs and Thom with the observed yield. 

 
Figure 13: Comparisons of (1996 – 1997) PSn estimated yield by rah forms Jackson, Jacobs 

and Thom with the observed yield. 
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A box and whisker plot was created to test variance explained by either rah model. 
The close similarity in the shape and extent of the box plots confirmed the sticking 
similarity noted in figures 12 and 13.  

 
Figure 14: Box and whisker plot test variance per model 

The spatial distribution of the recorded simulated yield at District level is shown in 
figure 15. For all districts, similar trends were observed where the model output 
showed very subtle differences. 
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Analysis at provincial level was also carried out in order to test the absolute 
performance of the model. Figure 16 shows the simulated productivity for the whole 
study period as box plots, relative to the line graph of the observed productivity. 
 

 
Figure 16: Box plot showing variance in simulation results and a trend of observed yield 

Generally the model captured the trend well except for the first harvest year, 1995. 
The year has been described as a difficult year. The provincial level values c 
 
Uncertainty is inevitable in any modelling exercise due to different sources of error 
as well as the use of assumptions. The performance of the PSn model was also 
accessed within an uncertainty band created from the variances of the multiple 
sources of observed yield. Figure 17 shows that analysis. 

 
Figure 17:  Model performance within an error band 
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As previously determined in Phase 1 of this study, the incorporation of LAI in rah 
parameterizations has an effect on the output. For the PSn simulations conducted in 
this study, this effect was rather subtle but nevertheless present. 

 
Figure 18:  Effect of LAI on Simulated productivity for period (1995-1999) 

Figure 18 shows the Effect of LAI on Simulated productivity for period (1995-1999) 
relative to the observed yield. For most of the other simulations, the LAI-enhanced 
model gave as highlighted in the chart.  
 
Drought stress 
For the detection of crop water stress, PSn offers a within season monitoring index 
cf(water) previously discussed. Figure 19 shows a plot of cf(water) index during the 
1998/99 growing season for a pixel in the Chegutu district of Mashonaland West. 

 
Figure 19: Graphs of PSn output with cf(water) 

From the graph, one can observe a steady and undisturbed increase in biomass 
organs of the crop from the beginning of the season until Julian Day Number 2009 
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where the biomass drops. This decline corresponds with a drop in the cf (water) 
value from 1 to lower values. With such observations, it is possible to detect the 
exact dates when crop stress sets. The numerical nature of cf (water0 also serves as a 
measure of the degree of crop water stress such that one can determine the intensity 
and severity of the water shortage or drought.  
 
  
 

3.3.5. Discussion and preliminary conclusion 
The overall performance the model is subject to other factors mostly related to the 
inputs. The use of daily averages is convenient and provides a first but rough 
impression of the weather conditions under which a given crop develops. A single 
daily average value can in fact be adequate for some plant processes the 
development rate of a crop can be estimated quite well by making use of the average 
air temperature. After all, it is not possible to measure accurately the stages of 
development from day to day, which means that the effect of temperature must be 
integrated over at least a week. For this study the concept of 'temperature sum' 
(TSUM) was used and calculated as the integral of the value with which the 
(average) temperature exceeds a certain lower threshold value (7°C). This procedure 
implicitly assumes a linear response above the lower threshold. However, anomalies 
may arise if the actual situation has a non linear response for example the 
photosynthesis-light response that becomes saturated at high light intensities. At this 
point, a daily value becomes inadequate. 
 
Combined factor effects are also distorted when averages are used. An example is 
the rate of evaporation of open water, which increases with wind speed, but also 
with radiation, and with the dryness of the atmosphere. Because of this interaction, it 
is not permitted to simply enter the average values in the equation. Yet, in the 
calculation of the Penman evaporation average daily values are used (Penman, 
1948). Its success can be attributed to the fact that diurnal courses are repetitive and 
that the values of empirical coefficients were found by calibration. The response has 
a time delay within the daily rhythm. An example is the plant's water content, which 
exhibits a minimum in the late afternoon. If the minimum should be very 
pronounced, the photosynthesis-light response will be higher in the morning than in 
the afternoon. (Venus, 2004) 
 
Because of these kinds of effects, it is often necessary to take account of the daily 
progress of the weather conditions when modelling crop growth. For  most  crops,  
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processes like carbon dioxide (CO2) assimilation  are overestimated  when  the  time  
step simplification and integration technique is used to derive daily  integrated  
radiation  and  temperature to estimate  daily  integrated  CO2 assimilation  
compared  with  daily  instantaneous  CO2 assimilation.  This   overestimation  is  
related  to  the  diurnal  dynamics  of  radiation  and  temperature  which  are  not  
well captured  when  the  time  step simplification and  integration  technique  are  
used  to  derive  daily total  or average radiation and temperature. (Venus, 2004) 
Consequently, the overall simulation result, be it yield or cf(water) , is affected. 
 
Weather data 
The issue of station based meteorological data previously discussed may also have 
affected the output of the model. Point weather data extrapolation to grid data 
introduces uncertainty. For the LST data, the resolution was at 4km which was not 
equal to the resolution of the rest of the gridded data. This resulted in there being 
about four different LST values per each modelled pixel. An algorithm to select only 
the largest LST value was created and used but again, this generalisation may affect 
the model output. 
 
Multiple sources of Observed/ Actual yield. 
The data used as observed yield in this study is meant to represent the actual yield 
realised. However, there were many sources supplying the so called actual yield 
data. Main players were the Central Statistical Office (CSO), and the Agricultural 
Research and Extension Services (AGRITEX, now AREX) which supplied different 
values from its Head quarters in Harare and its regional office in Chinhoyi. Figure 
20 depicts the different data sources and how the definition of “actual yield” 
becomes unclear. 
 
The choice of independent value to use in absolute performance test would definitely 
have an impact on the test results. For purposes of this study, all three sources were 
used but based on the recommendation of tests on the same datasets in previous 
studies (Venus, 1999 and Rugege, 2002) the CSO dataset  was regarded the 
standard. 
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Figure 20: Multiple Sources of Observed Yield Data 

 
Effect of Assumptions 
The assumptions declared in section 2.3 of this study may have aided in making the 
study feasible but when the modelled output was tested against reality, it may be that 
some of the anomalies can be attributed to the generalisation introduced by the 
assumptions. 

 
Preliminary conclusion 
The model output in terms of yield estimation by the various parameterizations of rah 
allowed us to reject Ho of the hypothesis and conclude that there is a significant 
difference between models A, B and C based on the inequality of the r2 for the 
different models against the observed yield. 
 
The applicability of cf(water) as a signal for crop stress was shown in the 
comparison in figure 19 where the drop in cf(water) index coincided with the decline 
in biomass increase.  
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4. Discussion and Conclusions  

Following the results and discussions presented so far, this section presents the 
conclusions reached from this study. Subheadings of main discussion points are used 
to present conclusions for each subject raised. 
 
Atmospheric Stability 
Parameterizations of rah  by Jacobs, Jackson and Thom  were able to perform 
relatively well ( adj r2  > 0.60 ) in estimation of H in unstable conditions. Better 
performance ( adj r2 > 0.90) was even realised when the parameterizations were 
applied to less unstable conditions {(Ts- Ta) < 5K}. Conversely, the performance 
under strongly unstable conditions {(Ts- Ta) > 5K}, was poor for all three 
parameterizations. We therefore concluded that while the influence of atmospheric 
stability cannot be ignored (Brutsaert , 1982), these relatively less complex 
parameterizations of  rah  by Jacobs, Jackson and Thom can be used without stability 
correction as long as conditions are not yet  strongly unstable. 
 
 
Enhancement with LAI 
The effect of LAI, though already proven to be a strong influence by previous 
studies (e.g. see Schaudt and Dickinson, 2000; Lindroth, 1993), could not be 
captured significantly well by this study. Possible reasons for the failure include 
absence of further crop and field management details such as plant populations and 
soil nutrient information.  We have resolved that for this study, the results pertaining 
to the effect of adding LAI to parameterizations cannot be used as basis for 
conclusive claim.  
 
Choice of parameterizations 
It has clearly been demonstrated that different parameterizations of rah will give 
different estimates of sensible heat flux and thus evapotranspiration. Essentiality of 
accuracy in evapotranspiration estimation has been discussed especially when 
applied in models for yield simulation and drought stress detection.  
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5. Recommendations 

From continuous reviews of literature and continuous questions raised during the 
research period, we are convinced that much more research into this interesting 
subject area. In that line, there are also improvements which can be made towards 
achievement of better results. 
 

� The use of meteorological data remains a major concern due to 
uncertainties of interpolation. Future studies may consider the use of  
satellite data. 

� Where overlaps of observed data sources occur, further methods to 
extract the best or true value may be considered for instance employ of 
a weighted mean with weights depending on the conditions of the case. 

� In use of the PSn model, the need for calibration cannot be over 
emphasised as this has an effect on the ultimate performance of the 
model, For Zimbabwe, the calibration for PS1 was well done but there 
is need for calibration for PS2. 

� Studies researching into combination effect of rah and other factors 
may also be considered towards the ultimate goal of better crop stress 
detection. 
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Appendices II: Performance of various rah for H estimation 
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Appendices III: Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test result 

Xi Yi
Diff= (Yi-
Xi) Abs(Diff) Rank

Signed 
Rank T -65

26.89 25.442 -1.44708 1.44708 1.00 1 n= 14
26.26 31.54 5.27806 5.27806 2.00 2 �{T} 31.85906
39.2 30.257 -8.937982 8.93798 7.00 -7  0.05

45.59 36.781 -8.80818 8.80818 6.00 -6 Action(L) -62.4
29.8 42.832 13.03466 13.0347 10.00 10 Action(U) 62.4

38.88 15.828 -23.04993 23.0499 11.00 -11 z -2.0
47.14 23.832 -23.30924 23.3092 12.00 -12 Reject Null at 0.05
18.36 9.6758 -8.68188 8.68188 5.00 -5
22.45 29.144 6.693 6.693 4.00 4
19.24 8.2377 -11.00722 11.0072 9.00 -9

44 34.647 -9.3527 9.3527 8.00 -8
24.42 29.836 5.419255 5.41926 3.00 3
37.12 3.7548 -33.36814 33.3681 13.00 -13
38.07 3.7548 -34.31122 34.3112 14.00 -14
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Appendices IV: PSn internal processes 
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Appendices VI: Meteorological Stations 

 
 
 

 

 


